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ABSTRACT

Existing source code plagiarism systems focus on the problem of identifying plagiarism between pairs of submissions. The task of detection, while essential, is only a small part of managing plagiarism in an instructional setting. Holistic plagiarism detection and management requires coordination and sharing of assignment similarity—elevating plagiarism detection from pairwise similarity to cluster-based similarity—from a single assignment to a sequence of assignments in the same course, and even among instructors of different courses.

To address these shortcomings, we have developed Student Submissions Integrity Diagnosis (SSID), an open-source system that provides holistic plagiarism detection in an instructor-centric way. SSID's visual show overviews of plagiarism clusters throughout all assignments in a course as well as highlighting most-similar submissions on any specific student. SSID supports plagiarism detection workflows, e.g., allowing student assistants to flag suspicious assignments for further review and confirmation by an instructor with proper authority. Evidence is automatically entered into SSID's logs and shared among instructors.

We have additionally collected a source code plagiarism corpus, which we employ to identify and correct shortcomings of previous plagiarism detection engines and to optimize parameter tuning for SSID deployment. Since its deployment, SSID's workflow enhancements have made plagiarism detection in our faculty less tedious and more successful.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

K.3.2 [Computer Science and Information Science Education]: Computer science education; 12.7 [Natural Language Processing]: Text analysis; H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: User-centered design
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1. INTRODUCTION

Plagiarism is a serious issue in undergraduate courses involving programming assignments [20]. In 2004, 181 students at School of Computing at the National University of Singapore admitted to committing source code plagiarism [16]. In 2005, the Centre for Academic Integrity (CAI) reported that almost 40% of 50,000 students at more than 60 universities admitted in plagiarism [12].

Plagiarism detection and subsequent disciplinary actions are of paramount importance in education. If students involved in plagiarism are not identified and proper action is not taken, it is unfair to their peers whom produced and submitted original works. Furthermore, the students involved learn less than their hardworking counterparts, tarnish the reputation of their own institutions, and reduce the value of their own degrees.

Detecting plagiarism, however, is a time-consuming and tedious process when performed manually. Inspecting assignment submissions for plagiarism could require instructors to access all \( n \times (n - 1)/2 \) pairs of submissions. Furthermore, the process becomes even more difficult when students actively attempt to obfuscate the traces of plagiarism by modifying the plagiarized copies. Thus, according to [15], research on automated source code plagiarism detection was started in the mid-1970s [17, 4, 9, 2, 6].

The basic task in (source code) plagiarism detection, to decide whether one input is plagiarized from another input, has been studied extensively. However, a holistic plagiarism management system requires expanding the basic task to a larger scope: allowing instructors to zoom in on the suspicious code segments (rather than at the assignment level), support detection on a set of inputs (rather than single files; as code submissions often contain several files), support the input of the instructor's skeleton code (when the instructor provides some template code for students to start from). Furthermore, an instructor-centric system needs to provide visualization to see these suspected cases at a cluster level, across assignments and help fellow instructors pin down plagiarism across courses. All of these issues are addressed in our implemented Student Submissions Integrity Diagnosis (SSID), an open-source system that provides holistic plagiarism detection reported here.
But crucially, the current state-of-the-art misses in-depth knowledge about how plagiarism is actually carried out (from the plagiarists’ view), as well as the knowledge of how the core problem affects an instructor’s workflow (from the instructor’s view).

3. PLAGIARISM DETECTION METHOD

In implementing SSID, we take the structure metric method but make changes to improve detection accuracy and efficiency. For clarity, we review the entire working of our core algorithm, which is largely in common with other structure metric systems, but highlights salient differences between SSID and other structure metric systems. SSID follows a three-step pipeline to judge the plagiarism status of a set of submissions:

Tokenization is the first step. We note that tokenization is programming language specific; as the tokenizer needs to know the syntax and keywords associated with the inputs. Correct identification of keywords and syntax has been shown to be an important factor in any programming language specific support tool [19]. SSID is implemented for Java and C input. We use Java in our examples.

Our tokenizer currently ignores differences in whitespaces and comments, as format alteration is commonly employed in plagiarism [13]. We define four token types: constants, keywords, symbols, and variables. Our Java tokenization scheme merges both numbers and characters into a single constant category, as Java allows easy conversion of character comparisons to numeric ones and vice versa. We also remove string constants, as suggested by Wise et al. [24]. We also assign an integer hash value to each unique string instead of storing each keyword and symbol as a string, to facilitate fast string comparison. Also, as structure metrics can generate spurious matches, we differentiate between tokens used at the end or beginning of statements. As a result of the tokenization phase, the token N-grams that represent each submission are indexed into a hash table.

Pairwise, asymmetric similarity is computed per input submission pair. We adopt the Greedy-String-Tiling algorithm [23], but modify the Minimum Match Length (MML) termination criterion. We deem two statements identical if and only if their contiguous tokens are identical. We also make a small efficiency improvement by using hash value comparison, as suggested by Prechelt et al. [18] in their JPlag system. This step creates a hash table representation for each submission. Then, retrieving the indices of a N-gram is done in O(1) time instead of O(n) time, reducing the practical average submission comparison complexity to O(c²) from O(c³), where c is the number of tokens in a submission.

A crucial extension in SSID is the support of skeleton code. Instructors often provide students with skeleton code as a framework to start structuring their programming assignments. Such code, if not properly considered by the plagiarism system, will indicate plagiarism where in fact the suspicious code was initially provided by the instructor. We thus extend the basic algorithm to exclude skeleton code from comparison. SSID does this by adding a mark property to differentiate between the ordinary match marks that are determined by the Greedy-String-Tiling algorithm [23], and the skeleton marks that match both submissions and the instructor provided skeleton code. We consider a match as valid (to be flagged as part of plagiarism) if and only if the number of match-marked statements within a marked region satisfies the MML.

To further improve the efficiency of the algorithm, we leverage our tokenization scheme, which distinguishes tokens that form the beginning of statements. Instead of considering all N-grams, SSID only considers the ones where the first token is marked as the beginning of a statement. This significantly reduces the practical runtime by about 4 times and reduces spurious matching.
The algorithm finds the matched regions in the input submissions \( A \) and \( B \) in decreasing sizes of contiguous identical statements, until no more matches satisfying \( MML \) can be found. To provide the user with a clear notion of the similarity of two submissions, we define a similarity measure to reflect the percentage of tokens that are covered by matches. For example, if the code for submission \( A \) is entirely embedded within another submission \( B \), the similarity from \( A \) to \( B \) is 100\%, but is smaller in the opposite direction. This results in the asymmetric similarity measure \( \text{sim}(A \rightarrow B) = \frac{\# \text{ of matched tokens in } A}{\# \text{ of tokens in } A} \) \( \text{and sim}(B \rightarrow A) = \frac{\# \text{ of matched tokens in } B}{\# \text{ of tokens in } B} \). We then define the symmetric similarity score \( \text{sim}(A, B) \) as the maximum of the two asymmetric values \( \text{sim}(A \rightarrow B) \) and \( \text{sim}(B \rightarrow A) \).

**Determining plagiarism clusters** is the final step. SSID groups submissions that are all highly similar to each other. The clustering employs a similarity threshold to assign each submission into at most one group (plagiarism cluster) or as a singleton (original submission), in a deterministic, reproducible manner. These clustering requirements are fulfilled by DBCan [5].

Finally, we note that the real-time performance of SSID is also critical. Instructors need immediate feedback for incorporating plagiarism detection into their already busy workflows. On an ordinary modern generation 2.8 GHz Linux laptop, SSID evaluates datasets consisting of 80+ introductory programming assignment submissions, amounting to over 3600 submission pairs, in less than 4 seconds on average, tested over three runs. This is an adequately short delay for most instructors.

4. **PLAGIARISM CORPUS**

Prechelt et al. [18] noted that the success of plagiarists is proportional to their effort in attempting plagiarism. However, we hypothesize that plagiarists might find certain types of plagiarism easier to perform than others.

To better understand how plagiarism works in practice, we asked student volunteers to actively plagiarize submissions from two individual in-lab introductory level programming assignments. As the assignments are carefully monitored, we have a large set of true negative examples. The attempted modifications then constitute positive known examples of plagiarism, while the original submissions for the assignments constitute negative examples. To begin with, we picked four of the known original submissions from each assignment as samples for participants to perform plagiarism. The four samples were picked as they contained different means to solve the problem and our asymmetric similarity metric indicated that these were substantially different.

28 student volunteers participated in our corpus collection work. They generated a plagiarized version of their given source code sample, under time pressure to simulate the limited time and effort that plagiarists commonly have in practice. In total, \( 28 \times 2 = 56 \) positive and about 180 negative examples are given in our corpus. The corpus is also distributed along with the SSID system at the SSID website\(^1\). Using our symmetric similarity metric \( \text{sim}(A, B) \), when the size of the N-grams used is set to 2, and \( MML \) is set to 2 statements, our system successfully differentiates between the plagiarized positives and original negatives with 100\% accuracy. The parameter settings were set by using the standard method of cross validation, where different subsets of the corpus are rotated for determining optimal parameter settings and accuracy testing. Figure 2 shows the similarity distribution for the first assignment.

4.1 **Attack Types**

We analyze the different types of plagiarism attempts (termed attacks) that participants attempted. For example, a detection fail-

\(^1\)http://wing.comp.nus.edu.sg/downloads/SSID/PlagiarismCorpus.html

ure (termed confusion) can occur when lines of code are inserted into the copied code segment, splitting the original code segment in two. As SSID is structure metric based, insertions can prevent SSID from identifying the copied code segments. In our description of each attack, we include a ratio in parenthesis that indicates the attack’s effectiveness, as measured by the number of times the attack confused SSID (left number), over the total number of times the attack was observed (right number).

Note while individual attacks may confuse SSID, a single plagiarized assignment consists of many attacks, and perfect separation of positive and negative cases does not require perfect per-attack detection, indeed, it is a collective decision over all attacks present in a plagiarism attempt. We classify the observed attacks into three broad categories, as follows:

1. **Immutable attacks** do not modify the token sequences and are not effective against SSID. We first list them and then collectively discuss salient points about individual attacks. This was the largest category of observed attacks, amounting to 122 observed attacks, out of 246 in total or about 40\%.
   1. Insertion, modification or deletion of comments (0/35)
   2. Indentation, spacing or line breaks modifications (0/38)
   3. Identifier renaming (0/41)
   4. Constant modification (0/2)
   5. Insertion, modification, or deletion of modifiers (0/6)
   6. No change (0/0)

Structure metric systems are all immune to Attacks 1, 2, 3 and 4 as the conversion of the program into token types canonicalizes any renaming. For Attack 5, the Java tokenizer in SSID specifically ignores changes in access modifiers (e.g., public, protected).

2. **Size dependent attacks** may confuse SSID, depending on the size of the modified code segment. 64 instances were observed in our corpus. They are most effective in short programs, where the modification is proportionally large compared to the original source. But in large programs, they may be inefficient due to the amount of effort needed to perform the modifications.
   7. Reordering of independent statements (6/10)
   8. Reordering of methods (6/16)
   9. Insertion or removal of parentheses (0/20)
   10. Inlining or refactoring of code (13/18)

For Attacks 7 and 8, SSID correctly detected a portion of the attacks. When the original code segment were split into chunks smaller than \( MML = 2 \), SSID failed. For example, one attack reordered all of the three contiguous and independent statements within a block. Since the resultant code segment was a single state-
ment in length, the code segments did not exceed the MML threshold and went undetected. Attacks were detected by SSID when the reordered statements were not structurally identical. In Figure 3, the resulting token sequence is the same even after the statement reordering, and can be detected as a match.

Attack 9 modifies the syntactic scheme of the code, by adding or removing parentheses that are optional in Java. SSID’s tokenization step automatically canonicalizes the Java syntax used in most cases, inserting missing parentheses to single-lined conditional statements and loops; in those cases the attacks failed.

Inlining and refactoring (#10) requires more effort. Six of the inlining attacks confused SSID as the inlined method length caused the original code segments to be less than MML in length, or were combined with other successful attacks like statement reordering. Seven refactoring attacks, by combining conditional statements together (as in Figure 4), succeeded.

3. Successful Attacks confused SSID in all instances. They were observed in our corpus 60 times.

11) Redundancy (8/8)
12) Scope modification (7/7)
13) Modification of control structures (14/14)
14) Declaration of variables (10/10)
15) Modification of method parameters (1/1)
16) Modification of import statements (2/2)
17) Introduction of bug (1/1)
18) Modification of temporary variables in expressions (10/10)
19) Modification of mathematical operations and formulae (2/2)
20) Structural redesign of code (5/5)

We comment briefly on the more common attacks. Redundancy attacks (#11) remove or insert non-functional code. Scope modifications (#12) involve moving variable declarations to larger or smaller scope, which make it similar to size-dependent attacks. Control constructs were modified (#13) by changing looping variables, initialization and termination conditions, running loops in reverse. In conditional statements, the logic is charged by swapping the if and else blocks, or refactoring if-else compounds into separate if blocks. For variable declaration (#14), a plagiarist combined several variable declarations into a single compound statement, or separated a compound statement into components. Finally, plagiarists expanded or compressed expressions, using or dropping temporary variables to store the return values from expressions, accessing them later when needed.

5. USER INTERFACE WORK FLOW

In addition to comparing pairwise similarity between submissions and detecting plagiarism clusters, SSID has a Web-based log system that records plagiarism activities for each student, as well as visual aids to illustrate plagiarism clusters and other plagiarism-related information for gathering evidence on plagiarism.

1) Pairwise Comparison Interface. As described in Section 3, we employ the structure metric method in our SSID. An advantage of the structure metric method is that the comparison results can be easily displayed. While user interface of MOSS uses the small number of colors for matched code regions, our interface uses several colors to display the comparison between assignments. Figure 5 shows a partial snapshot of the Pairwise Comparison Interface. The interface allows the user to have a quick overview on the code segments found identical in both submissions.

2) Log System. One of the major differences between our SSID and other similar systems is that SSID has a log system. Every report of suspicious pairs, confirmation of plagiarism cases and results of investigation (if the student is found guilty or innocent) is recorded in the system.

In Figure 6, student ‘038’ is under investigation by an instructor from the course CS3256 for plagiarizing the submission from student ‘053’. ‘038’ has denied committing plagiarism and reasoned that both their submissions were similar because they solved the assignment together. Through the records on ‘038’ in the log system, the instructor can see that ‘038’ has been found guilty of plagiarizing another submission from ‘053’ in another course CS2143. Therefore, the instructor can conclude that student ‘038’ has probably committed plagiarism in CS3256 as well.

3) Detecting Plagiarism Clusters. Once a group that conducts plagiarism is defined, the group can be displayed in the Cluster Summary Interface. For example, Figure 7 shows the (partial) Clus-
Figure 7: Snapshot of Cluster Summary interface (partial). Vertices and edges denote students’ IDs and the maximum similarity between two students’ submission, respectively.

Figure 8: Snapshot of Assignments interface. The left frame shows the overview of each plagiarism clusters in assignments. The right frame shows the statistics of the top 10 students being detected in a plagiarism cluster.

Figure 9: Example of Between Individual interface.

Figure 10: Snapshot of Top Similarities interface. This interface displays the top 5 similar submissions in each assignment for student ‘038.’

(4) Finding Plagiarism Activities. After checking a number of assignments through SSID, an instructor wants to know the statistics on the students who often conduct plagiarism. This can be done through Assignments interface as shown in Figure 8. This interface provides a summary of plagiarism clusters for each assignment (left in Figure 8). Furthermore, the interface also provides a list of the top 10 students in plagiarism clusters, which helps the instructor in monitoring plagiarism activity (right in Figure 8).

(5) Similarity between Students. According to Figure 8, student ‘038’ and ‘053’ belong to the same group. An instructor also wants to verify whether ‘038’ belong to another plagiarism cluster where student ‘053,’ ‘063,’ and ‘066’ belong. To address this issue, our SSID provides the Between Individual interface (see Figure 9). After selecting the target group of students, this interface displays the similarity between their submission pairs.

According to Figure 9, the similarities between the submission from ‘038,’ and the submission from ‘063’ and ‘066’ are below 50% for both Assignments 1 and 2 (upper and lower in Figure 9, respectively). While ‘038’ has similarity of 90% with ‘053’ in Assignment 1, the similarity between the submissions from these students dropped to less than 50% in Assignment 2. This serves as a strong evidence to support the fact that ‘038’ has probably stopped plagiarizing the work of others.

(6) Finding the Submissions Most Similar to a Student’s Submission. SSID provides the Top Similarities interface (see Figure 10) to inform the instructor whether a suspicious student who may perform plagiarism has stopped plagiarizing other students’ assignments.

Suppose that our target student is ‘038’ as shown in Figure 10. After an instructor selects the target student and entering the number of candidates (K) to display, the K students are paired up with
the target student ‘038’ based on similarities between submissions of ‘038’ and those of others. SSID sets the default value of $K$ to 5. In Figure 10, an instructor has chosen to display the top 5 similar submissions in each assignment for student ‘038.’ Since there are no similarities greater than 50% in Assignments 2 and 3, the instructor can conclude that ‘038’ has been working on his own since his submission of Assignment 2.

6. CONCLUSION

We have presented a plagiarism detection system that assists instructors with the tedious task of detecting and reporting source code plagiarism cases. We extended the core task of detecting plagiarism between a pair of students, to a clustering framework, in order to support detection of plagiarism done by groups. To support instructors, SSID extends the visualization of assignment similarity to a group level and offers database views of code similarities across assignments and courses. Currently, our SSID only accepts Java programs as inputs. However, the system can be easily adapted by comparing other program languages if a tokenizer for the target language is introduced.

To better understand code plagiarism, we asked student volunteers to plagiarize input code samples in the Java programming language to build a corpus. On our corpus, our SSID is able to distinguish between original and plagiarized submissions with 100% accuracy. Our analysis of the resultant corpus identified two major categories of attacks: immutable attacks and size dependent attacks. However, we also identified 10 other modes of attacks that are not properly identified by current detection systems (including SSID), which serve as an agenda for future work in source code plagiarism detection.
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